The Evolution of the Aristocracy
Madison Forker
It is often remarked in the present day that “anyone can become famous.”
This can be seen as a good or a bad thing, depending on how you look
at it, but it certainly shows a change from the way celebrity used to be
achieved. Through art, we can observe that what constitutes the elite has
evolved from titled nobility in the eighteenth century to the bourgeoisie
in the nineteenth century and eventually to the middle class in the late
twentieth century. Those who lived lives of opulence and prestige used
to be placed on the highest of platforms, yet as more people gained
access to the things that used to be considered luxuries, the distinction
between the aristocracy and the common man has become less clear.
Artists, perhaps, predicted the blurriness of this line before any others
did. Throughout history there have always been the risk-taking artists,
unafraid to show a more realistic account of the activities of the elite
and not worrying about falling out of their favor. This critique can come
in the subtlest of forms, as seen in Georges Seurat’s Sunday Afternoon on
the Island of the Grande Jatte, or in more obvious ones, like that of JeanHonore Fragonard in The Swing. While the upper class has always been
criticized through art, this has turned over time from a playful jab at
the hypocrisy of the aristocracy into a more philosophical commentary
on equality and sameness among members of society as the distinction
between social classes has become increasingly vague.
The Struggle of the Rococo
Fragonard’s The Swing (1766) takes the very meaning of the word elite
and turns it on its head. (See Appendix A.) While the word “elite”
connotes superiority and sophistication, The Swing shows a scene
of complete frivolity and base sensuality. The girl’s pastel pink dress,
suggestive of all things feminine and vulnerable, flies about her as she
swings toward her male lover. A bishop stands behind her, pulling her
back into the darkness, suggesting that religious leaders rein in the
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undisciplined aristocracy by requiring strict conformity with their
standards of propriety. However, this particular cleric’s insistence might
actually have the opposite effect; it seems to encourage this young lady
to dare to deviate from the acceptable. Indeed, before the young woman
can be stolen back by the darkness, she kicks her shoe off into the man’s
outstretched arms, providing him with a view directly up her skirt.
This overtly sexual action takes the piece from a standard view of the
lighthearted enjoyment of nature to one of pleasure and secrecy. The
line that Fragonard creates within the painting underscores this idea
by leading us through the swing into the arm of the man, enabling us
at first to ignore the kicked-off shoe and the juxtaposition between the
male lover and the bishop. A putti stands on the left side, his finger to
his mouth in a “shush” gesture, indicating that their actions are not to be
transported from aristocratic hiding places to everyday life.
Fragonard was originally commissioned to make this painting as a
portrait of a baron’s mistress, and yet the final product serves the exact
opposite purpose of a portrait.1 In the late 1700s, portraits served as
a reinforcement of aristocracy, a show of propriety and affluence. The
Swing, however, reinforces the idea of how ridiculous the aristocracy is,
frolicking in sensual playgrounds while the common man is struggling
to survive. Instead of showing people worthy of admiration and envy,
Fragonard depicts the girl and her lover to be irrational and childish,
taking advantage of their privileges in a way that turns almost crude.
Furthermore, it’s likely that Fragonard’s original audience for this
painting would have been the elite themselves, and thus this work poses
a question to the viewers themselves: are you any better than this and
do you have the right to judge her?2 By placing us on the ground in
the painting, Fragonard suggests that we are even more ridiculous than
she is because not only are we partaking in the scene, but we are the
perverted intruders, watching everything transpire and perhaps even
getting pleasure from it. The girl, at least, is elegant and literally above
us, graced by the purifying light rather than lurking in the shadows.
Fragonard is able to simultaneously show us the absurdity of the
aristocracy while critiquing us as viewers for being no better than them,
bringing the aristocracy off of their pedestal and suggesting that not
everything is always as it seems.
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In contrast to Fragonard’s work, Vigée-Lebrun’s Portrait of Marie
Antoinette with Her Children (1787) takes a much more traditional view
of aristocracy. (See Appendix B.) Vigée-Lebrun held a close relationship
with the queen, acting as her personal portraitist and being granted
more prestige in the art world than most female artists of her time
because of this.3 Marie Antoinette sits tall and rigid with her children
surrounding her, a black empty crib on her left. Vigée-Lebrun evokes
sympathy from the viewer with this crib, suggesting the sadness that
weighed upon the queen from having lost a child. As if it needed more
emphasis, Antoinette’s son points at the crib, highlighting just how
much of a tragedy the royal family has endured.
The artist, indeed, was commissioned to create this portrait as a means to
improve Marie Antoinette’s image, as the queen’s popularity continued
to decline in the years leading to the French Revolution.4 Antoinette’s
other children stay close to her, embracing her playfully in a show of
affection. This depiction bears resemblance to that of Cornelia and the
idea of the good mother,5 suggesting that Antoinette should come to
be seen as virtuous and admirable as her children’s energy radiates into
her.6 While the traditional portrait of royalty would tend to surround
the subject with lavish objects and signs of affluence, Marie Antoinette
is set in a somber room, curtains drawn and only an ottoman, a rug,
and an armoire to serve as decorations. The queen, then, famous for
her frivolous spending and love of splendor, is brought down to a level
closer to the commoner’s, making her seem more humane. This idea
is also similar to that of the maternal Cornelia, who is often shown as
presenting her children as her treasures instead of material wealth.7
Every feature of this painting serves to make Marie Antoinette seem
virtuous and like the perfect mother except perhaps the queen herself.
Antoinette sits completely motionless and seems overwhelmingly large
due to her vibrant dress color and the garment’s volume. This, perhaps,
fits Vigée-Lebrun’s strategy as well, making the queen seem serious and
composed instead of playful and careless, as she seemed to have actually
been in real life. Vigée-Lebrun reminds us of the sophistication of
royalty, trying to show the viewer that even in times of political turmoil
the aristocracy can be looked up to and admired as worthy of the divine
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right and related privileges that have been bestowed upon them. Marie
Antoinette is not just fit to be the mother of her children, but of an
entire nation as she shows off how respectable, relatable, and regal she
is through this portrait.
Flaws of Modernity
Manet’s shocking Déjeuner Sur L’Herbe (1863) serves as a reactionary
piece, critiquing the supposed splendor of Modernity and the newfound
idea that everyone can be part of the elite. (See Appendix C.) While
at first glance it seems as though Déjeuner is an innocent depiction of
a midday picnic, it quickly becomes apparent that something is not
quite as it should be once we spot the naked woman in the center of the
scene. Her clothes sit discarded next to her as she drapes herself over
the clothed men, but perhaps the most disconcerting part about this
woman is that she stares directly at us. Manet has made her so much
brighter and almost larger than anyone else in the piece that it’s hard
for us to take our eyes off of her. It has been widely speculated in the
art world that, given the clothed men around them, the two women
in the painting are prostitutes.8 To further this argument, the model
for the painting was Manet’s alleged mistress, Victorine Meurent. Many
men of the middle class, the “new aristocracy,” would have enjoyed the
company of prostitutes or mistresses, and thus as these men view the
painting in the Salon des Réfuses, Victorine stares out at them, familiar
and accusatory.9 Her eyes bore into ours, knowing our dirty little secrets
and wondering whether we’d like her to tell them to the entire world.
The key figure, then, becomes the viewer.10 The person the viewer
perceives Victorine to be is who she becomes; in reality, she could be
a radical woman who wants to be free or even just a model in a studio
whose job it is to be naked.11
The men in the painting present a mystery as well. The most commonly
referenced comment from the first critiques of Déjeuner is that of
Thoré, who noted that the pointing man “didn’t even have the idea
of removing, while out of doors, his horrible padded hat.”12 Manet’s
paintings frequently reveal an awareness of what constitutes appropriate
clothing,13 and thus his determinedly wrong dressing of this man seems
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to indicate that the man is there to be mocked by the viewer. This idea
is exacerbated by the man’s pointing hand and gripped cane—he seems
to be in the middle of making an argument, even though none of his
companions appear to be paying any sort of attention to him. The two
men are often seen as students,14 which makes their overly formal style
of dress and pompous gestures seem even more contrived and pseudointellectual. Manet suggests that as much as these men want to appear
philosophical and admirable, they are still just students partaking in the
exploitation of the young girl next to them.
As in Fragonard’s The Swing, Manet wonders if we can justify our
judgment of the figures in Déjeuner. Are we any better than the sexually
promiscuous girl lounging naked in the grass? Are we not all pretending
to be more sophisticated and aristocratic than we really are, like the
pointing man? And why do we perceive these people as we do? Manet
is well known for his confusing spacing and surreal touches, creating
a somewhat dreamlike quality to his pieces. In Déjeuner, specifically,
we observe that the crouching woman in the back would be so much
bigger than the three central figures if she were to stand, and that while
the food in the foreground is incredibly realistic the people themselves
have been crudely made. Manet hints to us that the entire painting and
its meaning could be completely created in our minds, bringing into the
foreground how deceptive Modernity has made us.
Whistler’s Harmony in Grey and Green: Miss Cicely Alexander (17721874) also critiques the aristocracy, though the artist uses very different
techniques from Manet. (See Appendix D.) Whistler was described by
his contemporaries as being very social, witty, and egotistical,15 which
makes it come as no surprise that his paintings often serve as social
commentaries. Miss Alexander, the daughter of a banker16, stands
gracefully, adorned in a great white and sage dress, and appears, at
first, to be perfect. Yet two things ruin the little girl in this painting: her
scowling face and her unfinished hands.
Harmony was painted in over seventy sittings, making the pouting lips
and scrunching eyes of Miss Alexander a sign of the frustration that
the little girl may have felt from having to stay still for so long.17 Most
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painters would have glossed over this less than favorable expression,
but Whistler chooses to keep it in, suggesting that he aims to find the
imperfection in his subjects rather than trying to conform to tradition.
Indeed, Whistler’s other works show this commitment to expose
the truth regardless of what was considered “appropriate,”18 which
furthers the idea that in this portrayal he was less concerned with
what would appease Miss Alexander’s parents (who commissioned the
painting) than what would portray the reality of this girl. By using fluid
brushstrokes and imprecise lines, Whistler suggests to the viewer that
even if this work had been painted quickly, the girl still would have
looked upset and annoyed—she wasn’t perfect to begin with. Instead
of looking dignified and grateful for the opportunity to be painted, as
a child of the affluent should, Miss Alexander comes off looking bratty
and uninterested. Early in his career, much of Whistler’s art is considered
“satirical” and “crude,”19 and the artist seems to have perfected and to
some degree amplified this in his later works.
Hands are often considered to be the most difficult thing for an artist
to paint, and Whistler often leaves them out of his portraits. Harmony
might seem to be a work done quickly, as though he didn’t have the time
to pay appropriate attention to Miss Alexander’s hands. However, as
this painting took two years to finish, it seems more likely that Whistler
simply chose not to finish them. He certainly had the talent to render a
human hand, being classically trained,20 but his omission suggests that
he found some technical aspects of the painting to be unimportant.
Rather, Whistler wishes to explore the girl’s personality, her flaws and
failure to meet expectations, showing us that the elite are not always as
exemplary as they seem to be, even at a young age.
Whistler further ensures focus on his subject’s facial features and
consequently her personality by making the room around her bland
and undecorated. This technique was also seen in Vigée-Lebrun’s Marie
Antoinette with Her Children, yet instead of valorizing Miss Alexander by
surrounding her with plainness as in the Vigée-Lebrun work, Whistler
pulls more focus onto the negativity that he has already crafted in the
painting. There is nothing to detract from how horrible this little girl is,
nothing to distract us from seeing how unfavorable Whistler’s view of
the aristocracy is.
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Valorizing Equality
Seurat’s depiction of the bourgeoisie in Sunday Afternoon on the Island
of the Grande Jatte (1884-1886) is perhaps one of the most unique if
only because of the way it was painted. (See Appendix E.) The artist,
interested in the science behind artwork,21 created Sunday Afternoon
using individual dots of color, a process that actually took the whole
of two years to finish. By using this method, Seurat suggests almost
correctly that all things are composed of the same essences, and that
regardless of the distinctions we create between man and nature, male
and female, right and wrong, rich and poor, everything comes from the
same roots. In using colors that oppose each other,22 Seurat attempts
to make every part of the painting jump out at the viewer, making it
impossible to know where the main focus of the painting is supposed
to be. This puts everyone on even more equal ground, placing no
figure in prominence over the others. Seurat mixes the classes in this
painting, putting a distinctly lower-class man in the foreground of the
work. Though the man wears cheap-looking clothes and smokes from
a pipe, his face is the most easily discernible and therefore the easiest to
identify with; we are more like him than the elite. Seurat foreshadows
a world in which there isn’t a difference between classes by slowly
integrating the lower classes onto the same ground as the upper class
while simultaneously creating all of his figures using the same methods
and giving them equal importance.
The island itself, a common playground of sorts for the bourgeoisie, is
shown full of innuendos but without actual human contact.23 La Grande
Jatte was often considered a place for the middle class to carry out their
sexual exploits, a lazy hideaway close to Paris.24 Within the painting
we see several references to this stereotype. The woman fishing on the
left-hand side of Sunday Afternoon is suggestive of a prostitute, as the
French word pêcheur (fisherman) is remarkably similar to pécheur
(sinner).25 Though the woman is completely removed from any of the
men in the painting, Seurat embeds a hint at the reality of the activities
occurring on the island. The artist makes another poignant reference
to prostitution through the monkey in the foreground of the right side
of the piece, once again using wordplay—the French word for monkey
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(singe) was also a common colloquialism for a prostitute. The woman
walking the monkey is dressed nicely, connoting her affluence, yet
Seurat suggests that she may be nothing more than a common whore,
provided with these luxuries by the man she is walking with. Through
these allusions, Seurat brings up the age-old theme of aristocratic
corruption and makes the viewer question their opinion of the elite.
At the same time, though, Seurat asks the viewer to reflect and wonder
why we make these assumptions about the women in his painting. Is
the fishing woman actually a prostitute or do we pervert her in our
minds because we are wary of any woman in the nineteenth century
being out alone?26 Because we know that the island has some negative
connotations, do we assume that the people in the painting must be up
to no good? Are we hypersensitive because we, in fact, are the people
engaging in such scandalous activities? If we take the painting at face
value it appears, actually, as though the subjects are almost overly proper.
Seurat has made the figures rigid and immobile, incapable of reaching
others and actually carrying out the explicit acts that they may have
in mind.27 Though there are definite undercurrents of exploitation and
scandal in Sunday Afternoon, Seurat appears not to want to completely
eliminate the valorization of the elite but rather to show that they are
not quite so different from the everyday man.
Modern-Day Aristocracy
Bill Owens, a photographer from the San Francisco Bay Area, gives a
modern depiction of the elite through his Untitled (2 Women in Evening
Attire) (1975). (See Appendix F.) This picture, from the “Our Kind”
series, shows two middle-class women dressed up for a social gathering
in the mid-1970s. The series title in itself suggests a level of exclusivity
to the women’s activities, as though they wish only to associate with
people of their assumed level. Yet upon taking a closer look we can
see that these women are not members of the elite and may not be
particularly affluent at all.
Much like the figures in Manet’s Déjeuner Sur L’Herbe, these women
appear to be posing as more aristocratic than they actually are—from
the bottle-blond hair on the woman on the right to the gracefully posed
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hands of the woman on the left, nothing about the photo seems quite
real. Owens keeps the photo in black and white, creating an effect much
like that used by Vigée-Lebrun and Whistler in which the room seems
void of anything but the two women, placing the focus entirely on them.
Yet just as in Fragonard and Seurat’s work, the subjects of this work
seem familiar to us and it is difficult for us to critique them because
we have all gotten dressed up and made ourselves appear much more
sophisticated than we actually are.
While it’s easy for us to look back at paintings from hundreds of years
ago and call the elite out on being fake, it’s much harder to see photos
from the last fifty or so years of people familiar and similar to us and
critique them. Owens suggests that there is still a great deal of unworthy
admiration for people who seem to be “above” us in social rankings,
and he makes us question whether there actually is a difference between
the elite and ourselves.
When the divide between classes was sharp and obvious, as in
Fragonard’s time, it was easy to poke fun at the aristocracy without
much intent at visible change. Yet even by the time Seurat invoked the
“democracy of the dot,” so to speak, portrayals of the upper (and now
middle) class were made to serve as social commentaries on the lack
of difference between the classes and point out how similar everyone
actually is. It is now even more crucial for us to realize that celebrities
are not always idol-worthy, and to begin to question whether fame is
given because it is deserved or because it has been chanced upon.
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Appendix A: The Swing, Fragonard (1766).
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Appendix B: Marie Antoinette with Her Children, Vigée-Lebrun (1787).
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Appendix C: Déjeuner Sur L’Herbe, Manet (1863).
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Whistler (1872-1874).
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Appendix E: Sunday Afternoon on the Island of The Grande Jatte,
Seurat (1884-1886).
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